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ABSTRACT: Human tyrosinase (hsTYR) is the key enzyme
ensuring the conversion of L-tyrosine to dopaquinone, thereby
initiating melanin synthesis, i.e., melanogenesis. Although the
protein has long been familiar, knowledge about its three-
dimensional structure and efficient overexpression protocols
emerged only recently. Consequently, for decades medicinal
chemistry studies aiming at developing skin depigmenting agents
relied almost exclusively on biological assays performed using
mushroom tyrosinase (abTYR), producing a plethoric literature,
often of little useful purpose. Indeed, several recent reports have
pointed out spectacular differences in terms of interaction patterns
and inhibition values between hsTYR and abTYR, including for
widely used standard tyrosinase inhibitors. In this review, we
summarize the last developments regarding the potential role of hsTYR in human pathologies, the advances in recombinant
expression systems and structural data retrieving, and the pioneer generation of true hsTYR inhibitors. Finally, we present
suggestions for the design of future inhibitors of this highly attractive target in pharmacology and dermocosmetics.

■ INTRODUCTION

Human tyrosinase (hsTYR) is a type-3 copper-containing
metalloenzyme belonging to the tyrosinase (TYR, EC
1.14.18.1) family, which also includes plant, fungal, bacterial,
and mammal enzymes. This glycoprotein is made of 529 amino
acids, including an 18-residues N-terminal signal sequence and
six or seven N-glycosylated positions, for a molecular weight of
∼67 kDa. Its active site is composed of two close, magnetically
coupled copper centers, bridged by an aquo(hydroxo) ligand in
the met state (the reactive state of hsTYR) and coordinated by
six histidine residues (H180, H202, H211 for CuA, H363, H367,
H390 for CuB), highly conserved among tyrosinases, catechol
oxidases, and hemocyanins.1 The physiological function of
hsTYR is to carry out the o-hydroxylation of L-tyrosine to L-
DOPA (monophenolase activity) and the subsequent oxidation
of L-DOPA in dopaquinone (diphenolase activity) by using
molecular oxygen, although the enzyme is able to oxidize a broad
landscape of monophenolic and diphenolic substrates.2 This
double oxidation process initiates the synthesis of melanin
pigments, which proceeds mostly nonenzymatically afterward.
Only two other enzymes are known to be involved in
melanogenesis, tyrosinase-related proteins 1 and 2 (hsTYRP1
and hsTYRP2), which display a high level of homology with
hsTYR, although the role of hsTYRP1 is still unclear and could
rather be linked to hsTYR protection.3 The ultimate products of
this process called melanogenesis are eumelanin and pheome-
lanin, depending on the absence or the presence of nucleophilic

cysteines. Eumelanin is mostly a dark brown to black polymer of
5,6-dihydroxyindole and 5,6-dihydroxyindole-2-carboxylic acid
units, with some indole rings cleaved into pyrrole counterparts.
Pheomelanin, a yellow to red polymer, is made of benzothiazine
and benzothiazole units (Figure 1).4 Overall, melanogenesis
occurs in specialized dendritic cells called melanocytes, located
in human skin, hair bulb, and eyes. At the subcellular level, the
production of melanins is confined in melanosomes, unique
membrane-bound organelles, as the process is otherwise
susceptible to provide chemical hazard and genomic instability
to melanocytes. Melanins are essential epidermis components
that ensure crucial skin protection against UV radiation and free
radicals, but abnormal levels of the pigment are linked to several
pathologies. The role of hsTYR in the melanogenic process is
central, as the enzyme catalyzes the rate-limiting first two steps
of the reaction sequence (Figure 1). Thus, most of the efforts
aiming to suppress or reduce melanogenesis in vivo have been
dedicated to the search of TYR inhibitors. The strategy has
proven to be effective, and clear correlations have been observed
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Figure 1. L-Tyrosine-related pigmentation biochemical pathways involving hsTYR as a demonstrated (●●), suspected (●) or purely hypothetic (○)
component.
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between the inhibition of TYR and the level of pigmentation
produced. Therefore, hsTYR appears as a convenient and
attractive target for reducing human melanogenesis in various
contexts. However, many obstacles have long littered the path to
efficient hsTYR inhibitor design, sparking exciting scientific
breakthroughs that were achieved only very recently.
In this review, we will provide an overview of current

hypotheses of the involvement of hsTYR in pathologies, such as
hyperpigmentations, melanoma, Parkinson’s disease, or alka-
ptonuria. Limitations, challenges, and innovations in drug design
strategies for developing hsTYR inhibitors will be discussed, as
the field has undergone a significant evolution in the past few
years. Forerunning genuine hsTYR inhibitors will be presented
with an emphasis on clinical data reported, and observations and
suggestions will be drawn as a guidance for future hsTYR-
targeting drug design stories.

■ HUMAN TYROSINASE AS A SUITABLE
THERAPEUTIC TARGET

Dermatological and Cosmetic Applications of Skin-
Whitening Agents. Skin whitening appears as the most
obvious and sought application for hsTYR inhibitors. This
practice, common in some ethnic groups, especially in Asia,
Africa, and theMiddle East, is the result of a complex interplay of
cultural, social, political, and psychological factors and is
documented since the dawn of human civilizations, e.g., the
quest of “skin like white jade” in the first Korean Dynasty
(Gojoseon era, 2333−108 B.C.).5 Lighter skin complexion is
often associated with beauty and health in these cultures, while
darker skin tones are pejoratively linked to lower social
conditions, and thus since the 1980s the interest in skin
whitening has exponentially grown.6 As a consequence, about
28% of the global population practices skin-whitening at least
once in a lifetime,7 and it is estimated that the worldwide market
associated with these cosmetics could reach 23 billion dollars by
2020;8 it is worth noting that, quite paradoxically, the use of
skin-darkening agents is also a multibillion dollars market,
including the use of illegal tanning drugs increasing melano-
genesis, such as melanotan II.9 Besides, depigmentation is also a
medical need for patients suffering from common to very rare
dermatological disorders related to hyperpigmentation. In
particular, melasma, solar lentigo, erythromelanosis follicularis
faciei et colli, erythema dyschromicum perstans, congenital
melanocytic naevi, or postinflammatory hyperpigmentation can
cause health issues and disfigurements, sometimes severe and
affecting facial aesthetics, with a high negative impact on a
patient’s psychology and quality of life.10 Among the existing
skin-whitening agents widely used for both cosmetic and
dermatological purposes, hydroquinone, kojic acid, arbutin,
azelaic acid, ellagic acid, and resveratrol are the most common.
However, all of these agents lack efficacy and/or safety (vide
inf ra). Hydroquinone, the gold standard used for decades,
frequently induces skin irritation and, upon chronic exposure,
exogenous ochronosis, allergic contact dermatitis, conjunctival
melanosis, nail discoloration, and corneal degeneration. In
addition, it was associated with bone-marrow toxicity,
immunotoxicity, nephrotoxicity, mutagenicity, and carcino-
genesis, especially through the formation of 1,4-benzoquinone
by oxidation (either spontaneously in the presence of oxygen or
upon enzymatic activity) that results in the production of
polymers and toxic mono- and polyglutathione conjugates.11

Thus, hydroquinone was banned by EU Cosmetic Regulation.12

Kojic acid also triggers carcinogenicity and instability issues, and

its use has been restricted to 1% in cosmetic preparations in the
EU, while other compounds such as ellagic acid appear as not
suitable for clinical use.13 Overall, there is a great need for
nontoxic skin-whitening agents for meeting the social needs in
terms of safe cosmetic practices and medical hyperpigmentation
treatments, and hsTYR appears as a target of choice.

Benefit of Antimelanogenic Adjuvants for Melanoma
Therapies. It was shown recently that hsTYR inhibition could
also bring benefits in the frame of melanoma management.14

Melanoma is the deadliest form of skin cancer, accounting for
about 1% of skin cancer cases but more than 60% of related
deaths (data from the U.S.).15 Worldwide, melanoma causes a
total of ∼55 000 deaths annually.16 The high lethality rate of
melanoma is due to multiple resistance to current anticancer
therapy, especially in late stages III and IV of the disease. With
standard dacarbazine chemotherapy, the median overall survival
is 6−10months at stage IV, with a 5-year survival rate of∼10%, a
value recently extended to ∼20% using innovative immuno-
therapy approaches involving specific immune-checkpoints
targeting.17 Indeed, unlike normal human melanocytes,
melanoma cells do not transfer their melanin production to
adjacent keratinocytes, accumulating the pigment instead. The
resulting high concentration of intracellular melanin, propor-
tionally related to a shortening of overall survival in patients,18

induces several harmful consequences. First, melanin has been
long recognized for conferring radioprotective effects to
melanoma cells, even if radiotherapy, initially dismissed as
ineffective, is now seen as beneficial in some cases.19 Recently, a
clear relation between the attenuated efficacy of radiotherapy
and the level of melanin accumulation has been unraveled,
suggesting that inhibiting melanogenesis could sensitize
melanoma cells and improve the global outcome.20 Indeed,
the treatment of melanoma cells with phenylthiourea as an
hsTYR inhibitor (Ki = 1.7 μM)2 in vitro actually led to an
increased susceptibility of cells to γ rays, providing support for
future in vivo experiments.21 Furthermore, melanin can chelate
and neutralize chemotherapeutic agents. Indeed, the response to
cyclophosphamide treatment was found higher in non-
pigmented melanoma cells than in pigmented counterparts,
and the whitening action of phenylthiourea on pigmented cells
clearly sensitized them to the chemotherapeutic action
(significant cell killing upon micromolar cyclophosphamide
treatment in the presence of phenylthiourea vs millimolar
treatment for control).22 The broad absorption spectrum of
melanin also causes interferences with the light used for
irradiation in photodynamic therapy (PDT). Transmittance in
melanotic melanoma only occurs beyond 700 nm, dismissing a
large number of classical photosensitizers, such as hypericin or
photofrin.23 Furthermore, the scavenging properties of melanin
protect melanoma cells from PDT-induced reactive oxygen
species (ROS), including singlet oxygen.24 The suppression of
melanogenesis increased the susceptibility of melanoma cells to
hypericin-mediated PDT and caused a rise of ROS level, using
both phenylthiourea and kojic acid (Ki = 350 μM)2 as hsTYR
inhibitors.25,26 Lastly, intermediates of melanogenesis such as L-
DOPA and reactive quinones are known to be immunosup-
pressive and/or selectively lymphotoxic.27 While pigmented
melanoma cells were resistant to peripheral blood lymphocyte-
mediated cytotoxicity despite the presence of melanoma-
associated antigens, the same cells depigmented in the presence
of phenylthiourea showed a strikingly enhanced susceptibility
(∼50% of melanoma cells killed with 1 mM phenylthiourea vs
<0.1% for control)22 that could endorse the development of
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more efficient immunotherapies. However, no clinical practice
or clinical trials related to the use of melanogenesis inhibitors in
melanoma therapy have been reported to date, conveying the
impression of an unmet potential. The field is still in the early
stages of development, and thus only preliminary data are
available, involving melanoma cells in in vitro experiments and
often suboptimal hsTYR inhibitors (e.g., kojic acid). Nonethe-
less, the first results are very promising, and undoubtedly, the
discovery of genuine, efficient, and safe hsTYR inhibitors will
help to foster clinical developments following these pioneer
studies.
Controversial Involvement in Neuromelanin Syn-

thesis and Parkinson’s Disease. Besides its role in peripheral
(cutaneous and ocular) melanogenesis, hsTYR could play a
central role in the synthesis of neuromelanin in the brain.
Neuromelanin is a dark pigment incorporating eumelanin and
pheomelanin components, covalently bound to lipids and
peptides and present in dopaminergic neurons of the brain
region substantia nigra (SN).28 In a way similar to melanins,
neuromelanin acts as a double-edged sword, on the one hand
delivering radical scavenging, antioxidant, toxic metal binding,
and toxins sequestering properties to particularly exposed
catecholaminergic neurons but on the other hand potentially
causing dopaminergic neuron degeneration and ultimately
Parkinson’s disease (PD).29 Because only small amounts of
mRNA coding for hsTYR, and of hsTYR itself were found in
human SN,30,31 the role of the enzyme in neuromelanin
synthesis has long been controversial. However, hsTYR is able
to catalyze not only the conversion of L-tyrosine and L-DOPA
but also the oxidation of the dopamine catechol ring (Km = 16
mM, kcat = 61 s−1),2 an essential step in the pathway of
neuromelanin production.32,33 The aggregation of α-synuclein, a
key event in PD pathogenesis, may be promoted by the oxidative
action of hsTYR on the exposed Y39 residue of the peptide.34 In
addition, a clear relationship between PD and cutaneous
melanoma has been established. While most cancers are less
frequent in PD patients, melanoma is found at an increased
incidence compared with the general population; patients with
PD have ∼2- to 4-fold increased risk of developing melanoma
and vice versa.35 Interestingly, melanocytes and neurons from

SN are both pigmented and derived from neuroectodermal cells
and may share protein biosynthesis and regulation pathways. In
a recent study, the overexpression of hsTYR in SN from rats
induced an age-dependent synthesis of neuromelanin, showing
accumulation levels similar to elderly humans while causing the
emergence of an age-dependent PD phenotype.36 These results
suggest that intracellular neuromelanin accumulation may be
responsible for PD initiation and could open new options of
treatment based on the modulation of neuromelanin level.
However, the inhibition of neuromelanin synthesis, for example,
through hsTYR targeting, could also trigger health issues.
Indeed, the rare loss-of-function V275F mutation of hsTYR,
associated with albinism, is more common in PD cases, unveiling
a link between hsTYR inactivation and neurodegeneration.37

Altogether, the previously described elements advocate for a
major role of hsTYR not only in neuromelanin production (for
better or for worse) but also in the emergence of PD. As such,
inhibiting neuronal hsTYR action could be a promising
exploratory therapeutic axis for PD. But it is essential to
consider that a tight regulation of neuromelanin level, between
its protective and pathogenic thresholds,36 is needed and
probably challenging.

Tyrosinase and Alkaptonuria-Related Ochronosis.
Finally, a potential implication of hsTYR in the ochronosis
occurring in alkaptonuria has been recently suggested.38

Alkaptonuria is a rare disease caused by an inactivating mutation
in the gene coding for homogentisate 1,2-dioxygenase (HGD),
an enzyme able to convert homogentisic acid (HGA), a p-
diphenol intermediate in L-tyrosine metabolism, into linear
products by phenyl ring oxidation.While young patients manage
to excrete the gram quantities of HGA produced daily through
urine, the deterioration of renal function with age induces an
accumulation in various tissues. Yet, an oxidation of HGA into a
benzoquinone acetic acid occurs, with a subsequent polymer-
ization into ochronotic pigment, following a process remarkably
similar to melanogenesis, termed ochronosis.39 The ochronotic
pigment causes a dark blue deposition in skin, cartilages,
tendons, ligaments, eyes, ears, heart, arterial system, or bones,
and its progression is associated with rapid tissue destruction,
debilitating clinical sequelae, and ultimately death.40 The

Figure 2.Multiple sequence alignment between hsTYR, human TY-related protein 1 (hsTYRP1), Streptomyces castaneoglobisporus TY (scTYR), and
Agaricus bisporus TY isoforms PPO3 (abPPO3) and PPO4 (abPPO4): in yellow, histidine residues bound to CuA/ZnA; in orange, histidine residues
bound to CuB/ZnB; in black, glycosylation positions; in green, cysteines responsible for the formation of a thioether bond at the active site; in blue,
residues predicted to interact with hsTYR inhibitors through molecular modeling studies; in light gray, residues of hsTYR conserved in the other
enzymes.
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oxidation of HGA could be catalyzed by hsTYR, given the
nonspecific action of the enzyme, paving the way to ochronosis
appearance.38 Indeed, TYRs are able to oxidize p-diphenols,
such as hydroquinone, in certain conditions, especially in a
medium rich in catechols, such as L-DOPA.41 If the involvement
of hsTYR in the disease is confirmed in the future, the inhibition
of the enzyme activity could provide a therapeutic option for
preventing ochronosis in the context of alkaptonuria, even if it
would only treat an undesirable symptom and not the genetic
disease itself.

■ TYROSINASE-TARGETING DRUG DISCOVERY FOR
HUMAN APPLICATIONS

Mushroom Tyrosinase as a Deceptive Model. In the
literature devoted to TYR inhibitors, a general assumption
prevails implicitly (and sometimes explicitly) that molecules
identified through mushroom tyrosinase assays should be
potential TYR inhibitors for human-directed applications, i.e.,
hsTYR inhibitors. Indeed, TYR from the white button

mushroom Agaricus bisporus (abTYR, actually composed of six
isoforms, i.e., abPPO1−6, the two most abundant being
abPPO3 and abPPO4 by far42) has been readily available at
low cost from commercial sources for several decades, while
hsTYR is still costly and hard to produce in a proper form (vide
inf ra). Thus, the large majority of TYR-targeting compounds so
far were identified on the exclusive basis of anti-abTYR activity,
and a considerable pool of several thousand abTYR inhibitors is
known, including very diverse structures and a lot of natural
products.13 Even the emblematic kojic acid, widely used in
human dermocosmetics, was originally discovered as an abTYR
inhibitor, through a phytochemistry study in 1979.43 However,
abTYR and hsTYR are actually very different. While abTYR is a
soluble oligomeric enzyme found in the cytosol, hsTYR is a
highly glycosylated monomeric protein anchored in the
melanosome membrane. In addition, mammalian TYRs have
only 22−24% overall identity with abTYR in a region of 48−
49% sequence coverage.2 The human enzyme contains a unique
cysteine-rich subdomain located at the cytosol of melanosomes

Figure 3.Visual representations (global structure and active-site closer view) of a crystal structure of hsTYRP1 (PDB code 5m8l),50 a homologymodel
of hsTYR,49 and a crystal structure of abPPO3 (PDB code 2y9w).48
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(the EGF domain), a transmembrane hydrophobic domain, and
seven asparagine glycosylation sites (N86, N111, N161, N230,
N290, N337, N371, Figure 2), three features completely absent
from abTYR.44 Even at the active site, major differences were
noticed. Even if the dicopper center surrounded by six histidines
is conserved, the second sphere of coordination does greatly
vary. Especially, some hot spot residues located near the hsTYR
active site that were predicted to establish crucial direct
interactions with some of the more efficient hsTYR inhibitors
reported to date (vide inf ra),45−47 such as H304, K306, R308,
T343, T352, I368, S375 or S380, are totally absent from
abPPO3 and abPPO4 (Figure 2). These divergences seen upon
sequence comparison have been substantiated in the light of
three-dimensional structure examination. Especially, consider-
ing the crystal structure of abPPO348 and a homology model of
hsTYR based on hsTYRP1 as a template,49,50 key variations
appear. For example, a covalent thioether bond occurs between a
cysteine and a copper-chelating histidine residue in abTYR
(C83 and H85 in abPPO3,48 C80 and H82 in abPPO4 (Figure
2),51 as confirmed by the corresponding crystal structures
(Figure 3)), a characteristic highly conserved among plant and
fungal PPOs and TYRs but not in hsTYR. This absence could be
involved in the significant conformational changes observed.
Near the active site, residues 302−310 are part of a very flexible
loop in hsTYR and seem to potentially interact with extended
molecules chelating the dicopper center. In abPPO3, as well as
in abPPO4 and hsTYRP1, this portion is structured as a more
rigid α-helix, making similar contacts irrelevant (Figure 3). This
could constitute a major difference in interaction patterns, in
particular for bigger inhibitors. Another important discrepancy
is the absence in abPPO3 and abPPO4 of hsTYR residue S380 in
the immediate vicinity of the dicopper center, while it is
conserved in hsTYRP1 as S394. This amino acid may be
involved in substrate activation, thus controlling hsTYR action,
as witnessed by the dramatic decrease in enzymatic activity
observed for S380A and S380P mutations.52 The latter has been
associated with type 1 oculocutaneous albinism (OCA1)
through a complete suppression of monophenolase activity,
jeopardizing the melanogenesis process in patients.53 Thus,
S380 may also exert a crucial influence in hsTYR inhibitor
binding (Figure 3). As a consequence, many abTYR inhibitors
give unsatisfactory results when tested against hsTYR, an
observation that includes some of the most widely used
depigmenting agents currently employed as dermocosmetics.
Regarded as reference molecules and used as standards for TYR
inhibition, kojic acid, hydroquinone, or arbutin actually shows
minimal effect against the human enzyme, with inhibition values
100-fold or 1000-fold higher than those from abTYR-based
assays (Table 1). Even rucinol, which exhibits a significant anti-
hsTYR activity (IC50 = 21 μM), inhibits abTYR in a far more
efficient way (IC50 = 0.6 μM). This global inefficiency leads to
the use of high concentrations of skin-whitening agents such as
kojic acid and hydroquinone in dermatological preparations,
thereby promoting the widely recorded adverse effects
previously mentioned. Therefore, a development process
involving an appropriate array of tests performed using human
models appears as a requirement, and studies relying only on
abTYR-based assays and assuming a smooth transposition to the
human enzyme should be avoided.
Novel Human Tyrosinase-Based Strategies for Depig-

menting Agents Discovery. The ubiquity of abTYR-based
assays in the literature originates from difficulties traditionally
encountered in hsTYR production. The maturation of hsTYR is

indeed a complex process involving heavy and heterogeneous
post-translational modifications, a transmembrane anchor, and a
trafficking through the endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi,
controlled by six or seven specific N-glycans and by copper
uptake. Attempts were first made to produce hsTYR from
natural sources, but heavy contamination with large amounts of
melanin generally thwarted direct purifications from pigmented
cell extracts.57 Nonetheless, several works have reported the
purification of hsTYR from human melanotic melanoma
metastases (entries 1 and 2, Table 2),58,59 but the native form
of the protein is questionable and the method is not suitable for
regular hsTYR production, as it needs biological tissues retrieved
from patients by surgery. Thus, the heterologous recombinant
expression of hsTYR in nonmelanogenic cells was considered.
Kong et al. reported two bacterial hsTYR expression systems
involving E. coli and managed to obtain the full-length enzyme
and the melanosomal domain, both with good TYR activity
(entries 3 and 4, respectively, Table 2); the melanosomal
domain yielded a dubious Km value for L-tyrosine however.60,61

Several research teams have tried to replicate these constructs
and failed systematically,2,57,62 casting doubt over the method.
Indeed, the hsTYR glycosylation pattern is unavailable in simple
organisms such as E. coli for the production of properly matured
recombinant enzyme. Yet, it was shown that N-glycans are
crucial for maintaining the folding and catalytic activity of
hsTYR.63 However, if N86 and N371 glycosylation sites seem to
be mandatory for maintaining a decent enzymatic activity, N230
andN337N-glycans appear asmore dispensable, as theN230Q/
N337Q double mutant successfully retained full wild-type
activity.64 This was confirmed by partial deglycosylation of
hsTYR construct 5 though PNGase F action, yielding an active
form of hsTYR with kinetic properties comparable to other
reported hsTYR obtained from different sources (construct 7
from Table 2 and enzymes isolated from melanoma cells).2

Studies thus focused on the production of (at least partially)
glycosylated hsTYR inmore elaborate expression systems. Using
a baculovirus expression system, Fogal et al. managed to produce
full-length hsTYR in insect cells (from Spodoptera f rugiperda).2

Another group reported the expression of both the melanosomal
domain and the full-length protein using insect larvae (from
Trichoplusia ni) infected with a baculovirus, as expression
host.62,65 Both works yielded constructs with activity and kinetic

Table 1. Comparison of Activity of Selected TYR Inhibitors
against Isolated Mushroom (abTYR) and Human (hsTYR)
TYRs

inhibition
value TYR inhibitor

activity vs
abTYR
(μM)

activity vs
hsTYR
(μM)

Ki kojic acid2 4.3 350
benzoic acid2 4.6 520
2-hydroxypyridine N-oxide45,54 1.8 128

IC50 kojic acid46,55 6.0 500
hydroquinone46,55 1.1 4400
arbutin46,55 40 6500
resorcinol47,56 652 >3000
rucinol46,55 0.6 21
4-hexylresorcinol46,55 1.2 94
4-phenylethylresorcinol46,55 0.3 131
dimethoxytolylpropylresorcinol46 0.24 naa

aesculetin2 4.3 naa

aNo activity observed at saturation.
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constants comparable to those from the literature and with
compatible glycosylation levels, although only paucimannose
structures are produced by insects, vs more complex N-glycans
by mammals.2 The production of hsTYR in nonmelanogenic
human cells, i.e., HEK cells, was described by another team.57

While in nonmelanogenic mammalian cells the overexpression
of hsTYR was often rapidly associated with intracellular melanin
accumulation, resulting in growth interruption and cell death,
HEK cells were found to readily secrete a truncated variant of the
enzyme. Thus, a total of eight constructs were produced, with

Table 2. Native andRecombinant Expression Systems for hsTYRwith EstimatedMolecularWeights, Lengths,Michaelis−Menten
Constants, and Estimated Yields

source MW (kDa) construct length Km (mM), L-DOPA Km (mM), L-tyrosine yield (mg/L)

1 human melanoma metastasis58 ∼67 native 0.2a

2 human melanoma metastasis59 ∼53 native 0.20 1.1a

3 E. coli60 ∼66 1−529 0.36 0.17 1
4 E. coli61 ∼52 19−474 0.34 0.0013 3.8
5 insect S. f rugiperda Sf9 cells2 ∼66 1−513 0.34 0.22 8
6 insect T. ni High Five cells44 ∼60 19−456 4−6
7 insect T. ni larvae62 ∼57 19−469 0.46 0.16 >1a

8 insect T. ni larvae65 ∼70 1−529 0.67 0.09
9 human HEK cells57 ∼70 1−511 0.51
10 human HEK cells57 ∼57 1−438 0.50 15.6

aPer 10 g of biomass.

Figure 4. Structure and activity of 4-phenol and 3,4-catechol derivatives (with a unique substituent at para position of one OH group) as hsTYR
inhibitors identified through cell-free crude extract assays. In parentheses are the cell lines employed in the study.
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total lengths ranging from 1−511 to 1−428.While some of these
constructs led to a catalytic activity drop, the full-length protein
(entry 9) and a portion of the melanosomal domain (entry 10,
Table 2) showed kinetic values and activities very similar to the
literature, with expected native glycosylation patterns.57 More
recently, the large-scale expression of a melanosomal hsTYR
construct was performed from T. ni-derived High Five cells
(entry 6, Table 2), with an enhanced secretion of the enzyme
induced by a honeybee melittin signal peptide.44 This work led
to promising crystallization results, but only preliminary
diffraction data were obtained with a near-atomic resolution of
3.5 Å. Thus, an operable crystal structure of hsTYR at atomic
resolution is still needed for allowing the rational design of
specific inhibitors targeting the human enzyme. While initially
most of the molecular modeling experiments were done using
crystal structures of mushroom or bacterial TYRs, two relevant
and robust homology models of hsTYR were disclosed recently,
paving the way for more accurate predictions of binding energies
and interactions. The first one was built based on structural data
from S. castaneoglobisporus TYR (scTYR) and Ipomea batata

catechol oxidase (ibCO).66 However, since the deciphering of
hsTYRP1 three-dimensional structure50 and given the high
homology of the protein with hsTYR (44% identity), several
studies have reported the construction of models using
hsTYRP1 as the template.47,52 In particular, one of these models
is available in the SwissModel Expasy repository.49 These recent
breakthroughs in the fields of hsTYR expression and purification,
and of hsTYR structure knowledge, enabled the discovery of the
first two inhibitors with Ki values below 1 μM, among others, in
the past few years.45,46

■ PIONEER GENERATIONS OF TRUE HUMAN
TYROSINASE INHIBITORS

Inhibitors of Tyrosinase Activity in Human Cell-Free
Crude Extracts. Tyrosinase inhibition belongs to the core set
of biological activities traditionally measured for natural extracts
and isolated products, along with antioxidant or antibacterial
properties. Hence, if many natural TYR inhibitors were
identified through abTYR-based assays, a scarcely lesser amount
of suchmolecules were evaluated using cell-free crude extracts of

Figure 5. Structure and activity of other molecules as hsTYR inhibitors identified through cell-free crude extract assays. In parentheses are the cell lines
employed in the study.
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TYR-expressing cell lines. Among the cell lines employed, the
B16 and melan-a murine melanoma cells were widely used.
However, those cells overexpress mouse TYR (mmTYR) and
not hsTYR. Even if the two mammalian TYRs share a good level
of homology (>80% identity), potential hot spot residues of
hsTYR are missing, such as R308 (K308 inmmTYR). Therefore,
studies reporting results obtained in Mus musculus were not
considered in this review. Besides, a lot of works have focused on
measuring the anti-TYR activity of natural products using a
variety of hsTYR-overexpressing human cell lines. These include
melanogenic human malignant melanoma cells (e.g., G-361,
HBL, HMV-II, SKMEL), normal adult or newborn melanocytes
(HEMa and HEMn, respectively), and human nonmelanogenic
cells transfected with a hsTYR construct (HEK-293-TYR),
which readily provide cell-free crude preparations of hsTYR for
inhibitor screening. Among the sizable amount of tested natural
products and synthetic compounds, only reports describing IC50
values below 100 μM are included in this review. A substantial
portion of the identified compounds are phenol derivatives, for
example, the very simple 4-tert-butylphenol (12)67 or 6-
hydroxyindole (26).68 Unsurprisingly, L-tyrosine and L-DOPA
structural analogues, derived from p-coumaric acid69,70 and
caffeic acid (1−4, 19, 20),71 showed some affinity for hsTYR
(Figures 4 and 5). Interestingly, p-coumaric acid itself (1) was
far more active against crude hsTYR preparations than against
abTYR (IC50 = 2−6 μMvs >100 μM).69,70,72−74 Resveratrol (5)
showed a good IC50 value, but its resorcinol-based analogue
oxyresveratrol (22) was found to be more active (IC50 = 0.09−
7.6 μM vs 1.7−9 μM), as usually expected from the presence of
resorcinol moieties (vide inf ra).68,73,75,76 Flavonoids and
derivatives were also sporadically identified, belonging to
flavone (6, 7),77 dihydrochalcone (8),78 and aurone (9−11)
subclasses,79 with moderate activities (Figure 4). A larger 3,4-
catechol, N-feruloyldopamine (13), was also described.80 Some
other extended linear molecules were reported, such as
linderanolide B (14), subamolide A (15, IC50 = 1 μM for
both),81 N-feruloyl-N′-cis-feruloylputrescine (16),82 curcumin
(17),83 kinobeon A (18),84 2-S-lipoylcaffeic acid (19), 2-S-
lipoylcaffeic acid methyl ester (20),71 N-(3,5-dihydroxybenzo-
y l) -6-hydroxytryptamine (21) , 68 or t rans -4-(2 ,4-
dihydroxyphenyl)cyclohexyl-(2R)-2-amino-3-phenyl-
propanoate (23)85 (IC50 = 2−85 μM), suggesting that the
presence of long chains, either as an internal linker or as a
hydrophobic tail, does not prevent hsTYR inhibition (Figure 5).
However, molecules from Figure 4 are phenols or catechols

bearing a unique substituent at the para position of one OH
group (i.e., 4-phenols and 3,4-catechols), which are reminiscent
of the structures of natural substrates L-tyrosine and L-DOPA.
Given the nonspecific nature of hsTYR catalytic activity, it is thus
likely that at least some of them are actually substrates and not
inhibitors, as in the conditions of the tests usually performed, the
concomitant oxidation of the anti-hsTYR agent is often hard to
detect. For example, resveratrol (5),86 p-coumaric acid (1),87

hispidol (10)88−90 (all 4-phenols), caffeic acid,87 and luteolin
(6)91 (all 3,4-catechols) have already shown an alternative
substrate behavior, instead of genuinely inhibiting the enzyme
action, when faced with isolated TYRs from various species
(Figure 6, catalysis panel). Yet, the oxidation of depigmenting
agents by hsTYR could generate reactive quinones and trigger
the formation of potentially toxic polymers or conjugates, a
lesson learned from hydroquinone (vide supra). Therefore, the
development of new active-site binding hsTYR inhibitors
through more ambitious medicinal chemistry programs should
involve the use of nonoxidizable counterparts to phenols or
catechols, such as resorcinol groups and transition-state
analogues (Figure 6, inhibition panel). Indeed, if some
resorcinols are susceptible to undergo a TYR-mediated slow
oxidation in the presence of specific additives,56 they mostly act
as inhibitors in physiological conditions, as confirmed by Mann
et al. recently.46 For their part, transition-state analogues are
named after their structural analogy with the catechol substrate
and the quinone product of TYR catalytic cycle, but their
oxidation state does not allow TYR-mediated enzymatic
reaction. As such, they adopt a true inhibitor behavior upon
dicopper center binding.54 In this regard, the work from
Yoshimori et al. around thujaplicin isomers (24 and 25, Figure
5)92 was inspirational, the tropolone scaffold embodying the
typical nonoxidizable copper-chelating group, ensuring an actual
inhibitor behavior.

Inhibitors of Isolated, Purified Human Tyrosinase. As
already mentioned, the development of dedicated hsTYR
inhibitors appropriately evaluated against the isolated enzyme
has long encountered significant roadblocks. Consequently,
such molecules have emerged in scientific reports only recently,
following the substantial progresses made in hsTYR expression
and purification. Globally, two hsTYR constructs (5 and 10
(Table 2)) were used for most anti-hsTYR assays reported.
Among the compounds seen as classical TYR inhibitors, only L-
mimosine (28) and phenylthiourea (29) delivered a significant
influence on hsTYR catalytic activity (Ki = 10.3 μM and 1.7 μM,

Figure 6. Simplified catalytic cycle of the oxidation of 4-phenols and 3,4-catechols by TYRs, and examples of possible binding modes for nonoxidizable
transition-state analogues and resorcinols as active-site inhibitors.
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respectively), whereas kojic acid, hydroquinone, or arbutin
showed almost inactive profiles (Table 1).2,46 Besides, several
derivatives including various nonoxidizable copper-chelating
moieties, such as 3-hydroxy-2H-pyran-2-one, 3-hydroxypyridin-
4(1H)-one, 3-hydroxy-4H-pyran-4-one, 1-hydroxypyridin-
2(1H)-one, or 2,4-resorcinol, were described, with uneven
results (Figure 6 and Figure 7).45−47,93,94 Indeed, while kinetic
analyses for L-mimosine (28), rucinol (30), and compounds 33,
34, and 40−43 suggested at least partial active-site binding (they
were found to act as strict competitive or mixed inhibitors), as
expected from the introduction of copper-chelating groups, the
inhibition potency recorded wasmostly dependent on the rest of
the structure. The introduction of simple aliphatic chains, either
directly or through thioether formation, on 3-hydroxypyridin-

4(1H)-one and 3-hydroxy-4H-pyran-4-one moieties only
yielded moderately active molecules but with significant
differences. Compound 36 was thus found to be more active
(Ki = 19 μM) than homologous 35 and 37−39 (Ki = 27−50
μM),93 all of them being far more efficient than kojic acid (Ki =
350 μM, Table 1), although based on the same copper-binding
scaffold. Embedding 1-hydroxypyridin-2(1H)-one or 2,4-
resorcinol groups on aurone and thiazole-based scaffolds
afforded far more active analogues, with Ki values dropping
below 1 μM.Aurone 42 and thiamidol 43, withKi = 0.35 μMand
0.25 μM, respectively, are thus the best inhibitors of hsTYR
discovered to date, among several less potent derivatives
(aurones 40 and 41, and thiazoles 44−51, Figure 7).45−47

Interestingly, 42was conceived by rational design using a hsTYR

Figure 7. Structure and activity of hsTYR inhibitors identified through isolated enzyme inhibition assays. In parentheses is the hsTYR construct
employed in the study (Table 2). Additional letters in parentheses correspond to competitive (C), uncompetitive (U), and mixed (M) inhibition
mechanisms, where determined.
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homology model and a transition-state analogue (1-hydrox-
ypyridin-2(1H)-one) previously scrutinized for its interactions
with TYRs andmodel complexes,54 while 43was selected from a
screen of 50 000 compounds and appropriately modified,
indicating that both strategies are valid and probably
complementary. Indeed, if a very active aurone analogue (42)
was readily identified among only three compounds rationally
conceived (revealing the deleterious effect of the phenol group
at position 4 (Ki = 1.2 μM for 40 vs 0.35 μM for 42)), the
thiazole series was far more fine-tuned. Starting from the initial
hit 51 (IC50 = 51 μM), alkylation or acylation of the amino
group yielded respective “amines” and “amides” lines of
compounds. First, it was shown that only the 2,4-resorcinol
moiety led to efficient hsTYR inhibition, among other phenol,
catechol, and resorcinol patterns. Second, the thiazole ring was
found to be far more beneficial than imidazole, phenyl, or
inverted thiazole counterparts. Third, while the substitution of
the 2-amino group appeared to have lower influence on the
activity, the “amides” line was generally associated with a 4- to
20-fold better efficiency. In addition, small substituents are
usually preferred over larger and bulkier hydrophobic groups
(e.g., IC50 = 1.1 μM and 1.4 μM for 43 and 45 vs 2.5 μM and 4.6
μM for 46 and 48). In both studies, molecular modeling
experiments were undertaken for unraveling ligand−protein
interactions at the active site of hsTYR via ligand docking, or
more robust QM/MM approaches, as an accurate simulation of
ligand−copper interactions is a major issue. Compounds 42 and
43were found to bind to a single copper atom, i.e., CuA, through
an OH group (either an N−OH or a phenol group), while
interacting with hot spot residues V377 and S380, located at the
direct vicinity of the dicopper center (Figure 8). Crucial
interactions were also spotted with distant residues, such as I368

or T352. In addition, thiamidol 43 was shown to accept two
hydrogen bonds between S375 and the amide carbonyl and
between N364 and the sulfur atom of the thiazole ring. Finally,
both molecules seem to interact with the 302−310 loop of
hsTYR (Figure 3) (especially with H304, K306, and R308), a
flexible part of the protein located relatively far from the
dicopper center that is not conserved in hsTYRP1 and thus
probably less accurately modeled (Figure 2). Nonetheless, as
compounds 42 and 43 were found more active against hsTYR
than against abTYR (with a sizable 100-fold gap for 43) and as
smaller molecules conversely very frequently show a better
abTYR inhibition potency (Table 1), interactions with the 302−
310 flexible loop could be a determinant feature for reaching
outstanding hsTYR inhibition and selectivity levels. Transposing
the comparable anti-hsTYR activities of compounds 42 and 43
in cellular or tissue contexts produced very divergent results:
thiamidol 43 demonstrated its fully retained ability to act in a
MelanoDerm pigmented 3D tissue model (IC50 = 0.9 μM vs 1.1
μM against isolated hsTYR), but aurone 42 was by contrast far
less efficient in preventing melanogenesis in MNT-1 human
melanoma cells (IC50 = 16.6 μMagainstMNT-1 lysates and 85.3
μMagainst whole cells, vsKi = 0.35 μMagainst isolated hsTYR).
Finally, 42 and its 4-hydroxy analogue 40 showed very little
cytotoxicity against MNT-1 human melanoma cells (IC50 > 500
μM), a crucial element given the safety issues met with existing
depigmenting agents. However, to date, only two hsTYR
inhibitors were further evaluated in clinical assays.

Clinical Applications. Skin whitening is the most obvious
clinical application of hsTYR inhibitors. Currently, in Europe the
most prevalent ingredients found in preparations include
clinically approved molecules, such as kojic acid, ascorbic acid,
arbutin, lactic acid, glycolic acid, aloesin, salicylic acid, α-lipoic

Figure 8. Molecular modeling and interaction patterns. (A) Predicted pose obtained for compound 42 through QM/MM experiments using a
homology model of hsTYR. Reproduced from ref 45 (Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society). (B) Predicted pose obtained for compound 43
(thiamidol) through molecular docking using a homology model of hsTYR. Reproduced from ref 46 (Creative Commons, CC BY-NC-ND 4.0
license). (C) Schematic view of 42−hsTYR interaction pattern. (D) Schematic view of 43−hsTYR interaction pattern. Arrows represent hydrogen
bonds. Golden circular arcs represent hydrophobic interactions.
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acid, and nicotinamide (in this frequency order), and clinically
forbidden agents, such as corticosteroids, hydroquinone, or
tretinoin.95 As previously demonstrated, all the putative hsTYR
inhibitors from this list, i.e., kojic acid, arbutin, and hydro-
quinone, are both harmful and inefficient to inhibit the enzyme
(vide supra). Thus, in the early 2000s clinical data emerged for a
more efficient, not cytotoxic, hsTYR inhibitor, i.e., rucinol (30,
Figure 7), marketed as Iklen. In particular, several studies
endorsed the use of 0.3% rucinol preparations, pointing out
significant melanogenesis reduction in UVB-induced hyper-
pigmentations, postlaser pigmented lesions, age spots and
freckles, andmelasma, after an average treatment of 6−12 weeks,
with recorded mild adverse effects such as erythema, dryness,
peeling, or desquamation.96 To reduce these effects, a less
concentrated preparation of 0.1% was proposed, using liposome
encapsulation for increasing the efficacy while reducing side
effects. This cream was considered to be efficient in more than
60% of patients with melasma after a treatment of 8 weeks, and
no adverse reactions were observed.97 More recently, thiamidol
43 (Figure 7), a very potent in vitro hsTYR inhibitor, was
evaluated for its ability to reduce the pigmentation level in
clinical studies. A continuous improvement was noticed in the
whitening of age spots whitening upon a 12-week 0.1−0.2%
thiamidol treatment, with significant results obtained from week
4.46 Similarly, a 12-week treatment of mild to moderate melasma
with 0.2% thiamidol gave promising results, as a modified
melasma area and severity index (mMASI) improvement was
recorded in 83.9% of cases (vs 25.9% for untreated) and no
worsening was observed (vs 12.9% for untreated). A clear effect
was already seen after 4 weeks, with significant improvement in
35.5% of cases. These results were especially remarkable when
compared with those from patients treated with 2.0% hydro-
quinone (21.4% improvement after 4 weeks, 60.7% after 12
weeks, but 10.7% of cases showed a worsening).98 A follow-on
international study confirmed the efficiency of thiamidol
treatment for facial mild-to-moderate hyperpigmentations via
split-face and real-world studies. After 12 weeks of treatment,
mean skin evenness, radiance, and smoothness were improved
by 93.8%, 94.1%, and 50.0%, respectively, and a large majority of
patients were responsive (94%, 92.8%, and 78.3%, for the three
respective skin parameters). Four-times daily thiamidol
application afforded better results than twice daily treatments
and was overall very well tolerated by the subjects.99 Thiamidol
finally entered a 200-participants randomized clinical trial in
2019, as a 0.2% cream for treating facial hyperpigmentation
(efficacy and tolerability evaluated at weeks 4, 8, and 12).100 The
trial is still ongoing and its completion is expected in December
2020. The claimed goal is to introduce a more efficient
depigmenting cream on the cosmetic market. Altogether, these
results testify to the potential of new dedicated hsTYR inhibitors
in clinical applications instead of currently used inefficient and
harmful agents.

■ CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS
The design of true hsTYR inhibitors is an appealing research
field that has been buoyed by the recent advances made in the
unraveling of hsTYR involvement in several pathologies, in the
protein recombinant expression, solubilization, and purification,
and in structural biology and crystallography. Thus, the first anti-
hsTYR agents have been reported in the past few years, heralding
the end of the historically unrivaled dominance of abTYR-
oriented studies and affording promising clinical data against age
spots and melasma. In parallel, the acquired accurate knowledge

of the catalytic cycle and substrate specificity of the enzyme
should lead to a paradigm shift in the choice of copper-chelating
groups. Therefore, in light of these recent trends, several
recommendations may be proposed for the design and
evaluation of novel anti-hsTYR agents. First, it becomes obvious
that a sole abTYR inhibitionmeasurement should never lead to a
direct assumption regarding hsTYR inhibition activity; a square
puzzle piece does not necessarily fit into a flower-shaped cavity.
Compounds designed for human-directed applications should at
least be tested against abTYR and a cell-free crude extract of an
appropriate hsTYR-expressing cell line, such as human
melanoma cells, human melanocytes, or transfected non-
melanogenic human cells. Ideally, a direct measure of hsTYR
inhibition activity performed against an isolated enzyme
construct would deliver precious kinetic data, revealing the
mechanism of action and giving clues about the binding site.
Second, in the general frame of TYR inhibition, the development
of phenyl analogues bearing 4-hydroxy or 3,4-dihydroxy patterns
should be avoided, since they could likely act as alternative
substrates rather than as inhibitors, producing quinones similar
to those obtained from L-tyrosine and L-DOPA. As in the case of
hydroquinone, these reactive species could polymerize or
generate conjugates with various cellular nucleophiles, poten-
tially entailing undesired systemic toxicity. For active-site
targeting, the use of transition-state analogues and resorcinols
that mimic the structure of the naturally oxidized phenolic rings
but are resistant to hsTYR-mediated oxidation has already
provided very promising results. Among them, 3-hydroxy-2H-
pyran-2-one, 3-hydroxypyridin-4(1H)-one, 3-hydroxy-4H-
pyran-4-one, 1-hydroxypyridin-2(1H)-one, or 2,4-resorcinol
have afforded efficient hsTYR inhibitors, with Ki < 0.35 μM in
two cases, and pure competitive behaviors. Third, a relevant
conception of hsTYR ligands using molecular modeling needs
appropriate methods and tools for metalloenzymes. Especially,
for active-site inhibitors the description of copper−ligand
interactions should be accurate enough, as several binding
modes are often conceivable (Figure 6, inhibition panel) and as
it partially determines the orientation of the molecule and its
ability to reach crucial interactions. Conventional docking tools
are generally not parametrized for the description of ligand−
metal interactions, and the inclusion of a quantum part within
QM/MM calculations is thus recommended. Fourth, a
particular attention should be paid to molecular interactions
with the second sphere of coordination of hsTYR dicopper
center and with remote residues, including those from the 302−
310 flexible loop. H304, K306, R308, T343, T352, N364, I368,
S375, V377, and S380 were especially pinpointed for their
crucial interactions with compounds 42 and 43. Among them,
only N364 and V377 are conserved in abTYR (and only in
isoform abPPO3), underlining the crucial importance of using
robust hsTYR-based structural data for molecular modeling. The
recent release of hsTYRP1 crystal structure has offered for this
purpose an unprecedented opportunity, allowing the build of far
more rigorous homology models. However, some shortcomings
still remain, such as the modeling of H304, K306, and R308, all
absent from hsTYRP1. Overall, the accuracy of in silico
conception and the availability and relevance of assays using
purified constructs will strongly rely on future advances in
hsTYR crystallography and in hsTYR large-scale production.
Hopefully such studies will mushroom in the next few years.
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